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CHAPTER I
THE AREA OF INVESTIGAHON AND THE PROBLEM
INTRODUCTION
Charles Winick, in Trends in Human Relations Research, has
stated that "in the vital, rapidly changing, and somewhat chaotic
field of research on intergroup relations, experience has shown the
great value of periodic inventories and appraisals."^ It is the belief
of this writer that the need for inventories and appraisals holds for
research on relationships among group members, research on person-to-
person relationships, and on any research involving social interaction.
While this study might be considered an inventory it is not an
appraisal. An inventory is simply an itemized list, while an appraisal
involves setting a value on the items listed. The interest of this paper
is in identifying present social work interests and listing them; not in
evaluating whether the interests are justified.
ORIENTATION TO THE PROBLEM
The task of this paper is to survey the kinds of research problems
selected for study and reported in Social Work, the journal of the Nation¬
al Association of Social Workers, during a five-year period, 1963-1967*
^Charles Winick, Trends in Human Relations Research (New York*
Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai B'Rith, 1955}» p* 5*
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For our purposes, the term 'social work research* refers to re¬
ports of investigations published in Social Work. By 'social work re¬
searchers' is meant those persons «i^o have investigated certain areas
and have had their findings published in Social Work* The term 'social
work researcher' is used interchangeably with writer.
Social work, although it is an art, makes use of an expanding
body of scientific knowledge. It is not by chance alone that new know¬
ledge is added to any field. More often than not, knowledge is gained
by systematic deliberate inquiry, or as Frederic Ogg has stated, "by
coming up against a question or a problem and casting about for an
answer or solution*"^
We are interested in determining what questions or problems authors
of works published in Social Work have written about. What are the pres¬
ent research concerns of social workers? On what areas is our attention
being focused?
It is the aim of this paper to describe and characterize the re¬
search concerns and the directions given them by social work researchers.
Because much of social work research (as defined in this paper)
is done on an independent basis, some repetition is inevitable. The
repetition could be lessened, however, if periodic inventories were made
which listed the areas which have been researched already. This study
attempts to do so.
Because social workers are concerned with knowledge which will
Vrederic A. Ogg, Research in the Humanistic and Social Sciences
(New York* The Century Company, 1928), p. 13.
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promote the ^'betterment of human destiny", it is important for us to
know what knowledge is available to us for use, what problematic areas
have been defined, and what is of present importance to us in promoting
human well-being. This paper seeks to answer some of these questions.
This study is based on two major assumptions. One is:
Authors of works published in Social Work are reflecting,
^n their writings, the interests of the profession at a
given time.
It is assumed that articles selected for study are published in Social
Work because of their relevance to the field at the time of their writ¬
ing. The second assumption of this paper is:
The interest of the profession, at a given time, is the
result of having been confronted wi th questions arising
out of our work with people.
The interest of the profession, which is reflected in the writings of
social work researchers, has to have some origin. It is assumed, here,
that this interest originates from questions which have confronted social
workers in their work with people. These questions may come from any
direction or point of view involved in working with people — from the
client, from the worker, or from the social situation. By social situ¬
ation is meant the social milieu within which groups interact.
In other words, what is meant is that as social workers are en¬
gaged in the "helping process", they are faced with questions or prob¬
lems. The question may be focused upon how to improve techniques of
working with certain kinds of clientele, what skills are required for
one case or condition as opposed to another, or what could have been
added to our professional education to further our preparation for social
^Pauline Young, Scientific Social Surveys and Research (New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 196^), p. 30.
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Mork In general. These questions are Investigated and their findings
are published. The findings are then ready for Immediate application
to the 'helping process'.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This author was unable to locate studies directly relating to
an inventory of social work research. Similar or closely related stud-
leSy however, were found. These studies were similar In that they vi^re
inventories of research in some field, although not social work.
The studies inspected for this review of the literature were much
broader in scope than the present one. Their inventory extended beyond
subject matter of the research and included methodology, research de¬
signs, and statistical procedures.
Perhaps the most thorough survey of this kind was done In 1928
by Frederic A. Ogg for the American Council of Learned Societies. In
his book. Research in the Humanistic and Social Sciences, he reports
on the survey.
Unlike this study, which is an inventory of the research in social
work only, Ogg researched in fifteen different areas. The purpose of
his study was to survey the:
existing state of research in humanistic and social sciences,
with a view to finding out what research organizations and
facilities exist, what research projects are in progress or
in prospect, under tdiat favorable or unfavorable conditions
such projects are carried forward, and what steps are neces¬
sary to be taken if advances in the humanities are to be in
any degree commensurate with those almost daily recorded in
the domains of natural science.^
Vrederic Ogg, Research in the Humanistic and Social Sciences
(New York: The Century Company, 1928), p. 3*
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His specific objectives weret 1) to obtain as complete a picture as
possible of the conditions of research at the time and to provide a
background of Information for the more effective handling of research
problems and the wiser planning of research programs, 2) to reveal
"existing obstacles to fruitful research^ to contribute to the visuali¬
zation of research needs,3) to reduce the handicap from which the
humanistic and social sciences have heretofore suffered through the too
rigid separation of their various fields, by bringing "the work of one
field to the attention of workers In other fields, and by revealing over¬
lappings of efforts, gaps that should be closed up, and opportunities for
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helpful cooperation," 4) to assemble a body of data that could be used
as a starting point of concerted efforts, and 5) to suggest and provoke
more Intensive studies of particular research problems.
During the time of Ogg's survey "of the fifteen organizations of
scholars represented In the Council of Learned Societies, only the Ameri¬
can Sociological Society systematically gathers and published data on the
research %«ork of Its members. In progress as well as completed."^ He
chose, therefore, to devise other tools for the collection of data v^ere-
as data were collected for this study from a specific journal. Social
Work.
Ogg sent questionnaires to 16,000 Individual members of societies
Vrederic Ogg, Research In the Humanistic and Social Sciences




in the American Council of Learned Societies and 3^5 questionnaires were
sent to colleges and universities. Two hundred and seventy-five question¬
naires were sent to non-academic organizations knovm to be doing research
or in some way fostering it. An additional 300 questionnaires were sent
to libraries of various kinds. Personal correspondence was also used
(especially with foundations and institutes). The data thus collected
were then examined according to the topic to be covered in the formal
report.
Trends in Human Relations Research by Charles Winick is a survey
which reviews the major trends in recent human relations research, "par¬
ticularly as illustrated in the work of Sigmund Livingston Fellows."^
The author examined the studies conducted under the Sigmund Livingston
program and compares them to research patterns of earlier periods. This
past and present viewing of research in human relations resulted in the
detection of three major trends. The trends found at that time werei
1) advances in research design, 2) the psychological interpretation of
prejudice as a function of personality, and 3) the study of the group,
cultural and institutional nexus of intergroup behavior.
Dr. Milton Graham surveyed social research on blindness in I960,
This survey may be compared to the present one in t%ix> ways. It is like
this study, first of all, in that it is concerned with one area, blind¬
ness. While Graham subdivides blindness into categories such as adult
blind, young blind, and deaf blind, his survey may still be considered
less inclusive than the present one. Even though the area of social
work is much wider in its scope than the area of blindness, both Graham's
^Charles Winick, Trends in Human Relations Research (New York*
Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai B'Rith, I960), p. 5*
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survey and the present one Investigated research in one, specific area.
The second manner in which Graham's survey compares to this one
is in the definition of terminology. Both authors chose to give the
term 'research' a much broader definition than is usual. For this study,
research includes all those articles selected for study and published
in Social Work during the stated five year span. In Graham's Definition
and Limitations, he statest
A study of trends of social research on blindness would ideally
start with only recent research projects and technical research
reports. It would report studies using quantitative techniques
of analysis} population would be dravm according to accepted
sampling theory} categories would be discrete, methodology
detailed and findings subjected to reliability and validity
tests. Under such strict rules, there would be relatively few
research projects to report. Without making too much of this
serious lack of rigorously designed research that needs to be
mentioned in passing, the compilation on which this survey is
based has been drawn up with a much broader interpretation of
research. If a population exist or if data exist that are
treated analytically according to some procedure generally
acceptable to one of the social science disciplines and some
interpretations or conclusions are reached as a result of that
ordering or analysis of data, it has qualified as research
for the purpose of this compilation. •
Both Graham's study and the present one strays from the ideal of strict
research and the findings of neither study were subjected to reliabil¬
ity or validity tests.
Again, however, the sample used by Graham was much larger than
the sample in the present study. Rather than using one publication as
the source of his data, Graham enployed twenty-four publications. His
survey was also more inclusive in its scope. It included a survey of
1) five content categories, 2) two types of activity categories, 3) re¬
latedness of blindness to the research, 4) date of publications, and
^Milton 0. Graham, Ph.O., Social Research on Blindness (New
York* American Foundation for the Blind, 1940), p. 2.
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5) length of publication.
It should be noted that the studies listed In this review of the
literature are similar to this study In that they sought, as one of their
goals, to determine the present concerns of research In given areas.
METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
The method employed In this study was somewhat different from
the methods employed In the studies mentioned above.
In this study, the researcher surveyed twenty Issues of Social
Work. These Issues were published between January of 1963 and October
of 1967. No Issues published before or after these dates are Included
In the study. This particular journal was chosen because It provides
a cross-sectional view of the field of social work. That Is, the authors
of articles In Social Work might be caseworkers, group workers or com¬
munity organizers, whereas the Social Casework Journal would be more con¬
cerned with the casework method, etc.
Within each Issue of Social Work, the articles were analyzed accord¬
ing to the question or subject selected for study. Each article was read,
by this writer, tvith enough depth to determine what question the author
attempted to answer or what his major area of concern was. A summary of
each article was written In order that the researcher would not lose
sight of Its subject content. The researcher then began with the first
summarized article} attributed to 1t a category and defined the category,
according to Its scope. An examination of each of the remaining articles
was made to determine which articles would fall under the now established
category, according to Its definition. This process was repeated until
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each article was categorized. The categories were then ranked from
high to low, depending upon the number of articles placed In each. The
entire sample consisted of 264 articles. Their appearance. In the twen¬
ty Issues, Is Illustrated In Table 1.
TABLE 1
THE DIVISION OF ARTICLES FOUND IN THE
SOCIAL WORK JOURNAL INTO ISSUES





January, 1964 ....... 13
April, 1964 12
July, 1964 14















PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
Two hundred and s1xty>four articles within twenty Issues of the
Journal, Social Work (1963-1967)* were reviewed In terms of their sub¬
ject content. This resulted In the enumeration of twenty-five categor¬
ies.
In this chapter, an attempt Is made to 1) explain or define each
resulting category, 2) give our rationale for the placement of articles
within the category, 3) show how many articles fell within each category,
via the use of a table, and 4) give an Interpretation of the data col¬
lected.
THE CATEGORIES
1. Community Organization, Social Action and Legislation
The articles Included In this category are those which
described or Investigated the "various activities and
programs of social reconstruction that are built around
the community as a social and ecological un1t."1 These
activities may run the gamut between work with settle¬
ments and the correlation of social agencies to Insti¬
tutional changes by legislation. An example of an
article which would be placed In this category Is "Com¬
munity Development In Low-Income Negro Areas.
^Edwin R. A, Seligman, ed. In chief. Encyclopedia of Social
Sciences, Vol. IV, p. 106.
^Harry Specht, "Community Development In Low-Income Negro
Areas," Social Work, Vol. XI, No. 4 (1966), p. 61.
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Again, as stated In the methodology, this article was placed In
this category as opposed to the category on Poverty and Ghettos because
Its major concern was community organization with emphasis on low-income
Negro areas.
2. Public Welfare
Included under this category were those articles per¬
taining to the Investigation of any organized effort
of Individuals, groups, communities, agencies, states,
or governments which promoted the social betterment of
groups In society.
Examples '*The Two Functions of Public Welfare*'^
3. Mental Health
For purposes of categorizing articles, mental health was
defined as a "state of well being, of efficiency at work,
and of harmony In human relationships.Consequently,
the articles listed here were those concerned with
activities which contributed toward raising the general
level of mental health.
Examples "Utilization of Professional Staff In Psychia¬
tric Rehabilitation’^
4. Marital and Family Problems
This category Included those articles concerning our pri¬
mary human grouping, the family, and the relationship
upon which It Is based, marriage. One article Included
In this category which does not directly relate to the
given definition was concerned with the counseling of
engaged couples.
^Davis McEntIre and Jeanne Haworth, "Two Functions of Public
Welfares Income Maintalnence and Social Services," Social Work,
Vol. XII, No. 1 (1967), p. 22.
2
0. Spurgeon English and .Gerald H. Pearson, Emotional Prob¬
lems In Living (New Yorks W. W. Norton Company, Inc., 1963}* p. 586.
^Jerry Oincin, "Utilization of Professional Staff In Psychia¬
tric Rehabilitation," Social Work, Vo. XII, No. 1 (1967), p. 48.
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Example: *'Soc1al Determinants of Family Behavior*^'^
5. Poverty and Ghettos
For our purposes, poverty was defined as those levels
of life which fall well below the level which our
present stage of scientific knowledge specifies as now
lived in the United States. "A group of individuals
or families may be said to be in poverty when they
share a distinctive set of values that markedly set
them off from the affluent groups in the society.
This set is a derivative of prolonged economic depri¬
vation, lack of adequate financial resources, and sociali¬
zation in an enviornment of economic uncertainty."^ We
view poverty as one factor contributing to the develop¬
ment of ghettos but do not exclude other factors, such
as urban segregation. The articles herein are, therefore,
concerned with investigations which are mainly concerned
t/ith poverty and the concentration of people within cer¬
tain geographical boundaries, whatever the cause for
this concentration.
Examples "The Crime of Poverty"^
6. Social Work Education
The category, 'Social Work Education', listed those
articles concerned with the "conscious and purposeful
control of learning ^of social work studentsj7 by the
more experienced members of society"^ within the domains
of a school. Included also were those articles vhich
researched by-products of such controlled learning as
well as factors contributing to the determination of
what should be taught and how it is to be taught.
Examples "Existentialist Notes on Professional
Education"^
^Otto Poliak, "Social Determinants of Family Behavior," Social
Work, Vol. VIII, No. 3 (1963), p. 95.
^Louis A. Ferman, et al., Poverty in America (Ann Arbors Uni¬
versity of Michigan Press, 1965), p. 5»
^Betty Handel 1, "The Crime of Poverty," Social Work, Vol. XI,
No. 1 (1966), p. 11.
^Edwin Seligman, ed. in Chief, Encyclopedia of Social Sciences,
Vol. V, p. 403.
^Paul Pruyser, "Existentialist Notes on Professional Educa¬
tion," Social Work, Vol. VIII, No. 2 (I963), p. 82.
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7. Child Welfare, Care and Abuse
The articles Included In this category reflect Investi¬
gations of all activities which affect the Interest of
children. The child here Is the prime factor, whereas
the articles listed under 'Unwed Mothers' are concerned
with Implications for the parent.
Examplet »The Abused ChiId"^
8. Special Considerations of the Field of Social Work In
General
This category listed those articles which Investigated
the 'workability' of the profession In general; where
Its faults He, suggestions for Improvement, why theories
and techniques should be revised, etc.
Example: "A Study of Distortions In Recording
Interviews"^9.Social Work Executives and Adnlnlstratlon
Here we are concerned with those articles pertaining
to the management of the profession. This may be viewed
from the broadest to the most specific of social organi¬
zations and agencies. These articles reflect how our
profession Is planned, budgeted. Interpreted and executed;
what the executives' responsibilities are and what changes
should be made In supervision.
Examplet "Social Work Executive: Generalist or
Sped allst"310.Adolescence Problems and Delinquency
^S. Richard Zalba, "The Abused Child," Social Work, Vol. XI,
No. 4 (1966), p. 3.
2
Charlotte Wilkie, "A Study of Distortions In Recording Inter¬
views," Social Work, Vol. VII, No. 3 (1963), p. 31.
^John Ryan, "Social Work Executive: Generalist or Specialist,"
Social Work, Vol. VIII, No. 2 (1963), p. 26.
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The articles listed under this category were concerned
with those obstacles making for poor adjustment of
young persons to the new and exacting demands which
parents, schoolwork, and society lay upon him. The
articles were also Inclusive of abreactions to these
demands, what makes for the abreactions (delinquency
being one), and the implications for social workers.
Examples *'Short>terffl Campinq for Boys with
Behavior Prob1ems*'1
11. Groups and Group Work
Investigations enumerated under 'Groups and Group
Work' were concerned with descriptions of inter¬
actional behavior, labeled as a group, and the social
worker's involvement with such behavior. The concern,
however, is with small social groups and is not in¬
clusive of communities. The family was also excluded
from this category as articles pertaining to it were
listed elsewhere.
2
Example: "Social Influences on Group Values"
12. Social Work in Relation to Other Areas and Fields
Grouped here were those articles pertaining to in¬
vestigations of how social work relates to other
professions and other related areas of interest. We
did not include under this heading the relationship
of social ««ork to those professions which serve as
host agencies to us — such as medicine and psychiatry.
Example: "Relationship of Law and Social Work"^
13.Aging
Here we were concerned with the investigation of
activities relating to the interests of the elderly
of our society. The articles listed here included
^uth Middleman and Frank Seever, "Short-term Camping for Boys
with Behavior Problems," Social Work, Vol. VIII, No. 2 (1963), p. 88.
2
Albert Alissi, "Social Influences on Group Values," Social
Work, Vol. X, No. 1 (1965), p. 14.
^Horner Sloane, "Relationship of Law and Social Work," Social
Work, Vol. XII, No. 1 (1967), p. 86.
15.
considerations from the position of the aged In society
to the submission of a new theory concerning a develop¬
mental view of aging.
Examples "Growing up to Old Age"^
14. The Retarded and The Handicapped
Research on the activities (or the lack of such activi¬
ties) for the betterment of the retarded and handicapped
were listed under this category. Excluded were articles
relating to persons or groups handicapped by mental Ill¬
ness as these were directly related to the category on
'Mental Health".
Examples "Introducing Institutlonallzed Retardates
to the Community"^
15. Medical Social Work
Listed here were those articles which viewed the dif¬
ferent aspects of the social worker In the medical
setting and Investigated certain areas which would
facilitate his functioning therein.
Examples "Discharge Planning for Chronically 111
Veterans'^
16. Philosophy of Social Work
This category Involved a list of articles which describe^
analyze* or Interpret those values and beliefs upon which
social work Is based.
Examples "Existentialisms A Proposed Philosophical
Orientation for Social Work"^
17. Diagnosis* Analysis* and Evaluation
Articles listed here were those concerned with the
Vred Berl* "Growing Up to Old Age*" Social Work* V0I. VIII*
No. 1 (1963)* p. 85.
2
Joseph Parnicky and Leonard Brown* "Introducing Institutionalized
Retardates to the Community*" Social Work* Vol. IX, No. 1 (1964)* p. 79.
'^Grace Mehling* "Discharge Planning for Chronically Ill Veterans*"
Social Work* Vol. IX* No. 3 (1964)* p. 79.
|.
John Stretch* "Existentialisms A Proposed Philosophical Orien¬
tation for Social Work*" Social Work* Vol. XII* No. 4 (I967)* p. 97.
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mental vifork of examining the parts of a problem, person,
group, situation, or profession in order to better the
existing condition of same.
Examples "Analysis of Treatment Organizations"^
18. Casework Method
Articles which resulted in the formulation of this
category investigated varied aspects of the ''process
used. . . to help individuals cope more effectively
with their problems and social functioning."^
Examples "The Social Casework of an Unchanted Journey"^
19* Alcoholism and Drug Addiction
Articles enumerated here are reflective of research
on differing aspects of excessive and uncontrollable
drinking and the dependency upon repeated and chronic
use of drugs.
Examples "Current Trends in the Rehabilitation of
Narcotic Addicts"^
20. Unmarried Mothers and Out of Wed-lock Children
Categorized here were those articles pertaining directly
to research on the treatment of unwed mothers and the
development of out of wed-lock children. The out of
wed-lock children were listed here and not under 'Child
Welfare, Care and Abuse because their development (with¬
in the article) has a direct relationship to the unmarried
mother.
Examples "The Unmarried Mothers A Social Work
Responsibility"5
^Robert Vinter, "Analysis of Treatment Organizations," Social
Work, Vol. VIII, No. 3 (1963), p. 3.
^Helen Harris Pearlman, Social Casework (Chicagos University
of Chicago Press, 1963), p* 4.
^Bertha Reynolds, "The Social Casework of an Unchanted Journey,"
Social Work, Vol. IX, No. 4 (1964), p. 13.
\ouis Lieberman, "Current Trends in Rehabilitationof Narcotic
Addicts," Social Work, Vol. XII, No. 2 (1967), p. 53.
^Morris Wessel, "The Unmarried Mothers A Social Work Responsi¬
bility," Social Work, Vol. VIII, No. 1 (1963), p. 66.
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21. Research In Social Work
Articles listed here were concerned with methods and
tools of research in social work, social concepts in
research and research in specific areas of social work.
Any article which had as its major concern research was
listed here.
Examp let ”The Research Interview and Its Measure¬
ment*'!
22. Communications
All investigations on the 'process' by which people
communicate with each other were listed here. Emphasis
was placed on the word process because the articles
might deal with either verbal or non-verbal modes of
expression.
Example! "Casework With Deaft A Communications
Problem''^
23. School Social Work
Articles listed here were concerned with the different
aspects of the social worker in the school setting and
described areas of concern, which if given the needed
attention would raise the level of functioning in this
setting.
Example! "Social Work in Elementary Schools! Tech¬
niques and Goa1s"3
24. Personality Characteristics of Social Workers
Some authors publishing material in Social Work des¬
cribed certain personality characteristics (or the
lack of hypothesized characteristics) discernible in
social workers in various areas.
N. C. Wu, "The Research Interview and Its Measurement," Social
Work, Vol. XIII, No. 3 (1967), p. 79.
^Steven Chough, "Casework with Deaf! A Communications Prob-
lem," Social Work, Vol. IX, No. 4 (1964), p. 76.
^Rachel Cox, "Social Work in Elementary Schools," Social Work,
Vol. VIII, No. 2 (1963), p. 77.
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Examples '*Author1 tarlanism and Social Workerst A
Psychological Study**^
25. Epilepsy
Articles falling In this category were distinct from
both 'Medical Social Work' and 'Mental Health' because
the concern was with a separate category. An example
of an article placed In this last category west
"Epilepsy and Social Adjustment."2
In the above explanation, our purpose was to Identify and define
each of the twenty-five categories enumerated and to give the reader an
Idea as to v^at kinds of articles might be found In each. Where there
was overlapping of categories distinctive features were given. It wes
with the overlapping categories that we were most concerned. In terms
of trying to give an adequate rationale for the placement of articles.
The examples chosen to represent each category were carefully
selected In hopes of their being representative of the particular cate¬
gory.
One article on existentialism was categorized under 'Social Work
Education' while the other was placed In the category, 'Philosophy of
Social Work'. This was determined by the treatment of the concept with
In the article. The latter may be viewed as the philosophical basis
upon which the former Is based. It Is felt that this example serves to
show the overlapping aspects of the categories while at the same time
distinguishes one from the other.
In Table 2, the 264 articles are presented In summary form.
^Edwin Koepp, "Authoritarianism and Social Workerst A Psycho¬
logical Study," Social Work, Vol. VIII, No. 1 (1963), p. 37.
2
Margaret Morgan, et. al., "Epilepsy and Social Adjustment,"
Social Work, Vol. XII, No. 2 (1967), p. 70.
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and Legislation I 39 14.8
Public Welfare II 25 9.5
Mental Health III 22 8.3
Marltal/FamI 1y
Probiems IV 20 7.6
Poverty/Ghettos V 17 6.4
Social Work Edu¬
cation VI 14 5.3
Chi Id Welfare, Care
and Abuse VII 13 4.9
Special Considera¬
tions of The Field In
General VII 13 4.9
Social Work Executives
and Administration VIII 11 4.1
Adolescence Problems
and Delinquency IX 10 3.8
Groups and Group Work IX 10 3.8
Social Work In Relation
to Other Areas and
Fields X 9 3.4
Agl ng XI 8 3.0
The Retarded and the













Medical Social Work XIII 6 2.3
Philosophy of
Social Work XIII 6 2.3
Diagnosis, Analysis
and Evaluation XIII 6 2.3
Casework Methods xiy 5 1.9
Alcoholism and Drug
Addiction XIV 5 1.9
Unmarried Mothers/
Out of Wed-lock
Children XV 4 1.5
Research In Social
Work XV 4 1.5
Communications XVI 3 1.1
School Social Work XVI 3 1.1
Personality Charac¬
teristics of Social
Workers XVII 2 .8
Epilepsy XVII 2 .8
Total 264 100.0
Interpretation of Data
Table 2 presents a clear picture of the findings for this study.
It shows the place of each category In relation to the other twenty-
four. It further shows what number and what percentage of the articles
fell within each category. For Instance, 'Social Work Education' places
2t
number six In the twenty-five categories with fourteen articles repre¬
sented. This Is 5*3 per cent of the total number of articles.
Because a number of categories had the same number of articles
listed under them, there are only seventeen rank order positions for
the 25 categories. This Is seen, for example. In position number seven,
tdnich Isa composite of two categories with 13 airticles each. These
categories, 'Child Welfare, Care and Abuse' and 'Special Considerations
of the Field In General' represent 4.9 per cent of the 264 articles.
It was generally found that the broader the category, the more
articles subsumed by It. This Is clearly seen In the first category,
'Community Organization, Social Action and Legislation'* This category
Is very broad In Its scope (See explanation of categories) and Included
14.8 per cent of all articles* This Is 5*3 per cent more than the next
most represented category, 'Public Welfare', which had 9*5 per cert of
the total number of articles listed under It.
The exceptions to this were 'Poverty and Ghettos', 'Social Work
Education', 'Diagnosis, Analysis and Evaluation', and 'The Retarded and
the Handicapped'. 'Poverty and Ghettos' and 'Social Work Education'
were not very broad categories In their definition yet together they
represented 11.7 per cent of the total sample. Likewise, 'Diagnosis,
Analysis and Evaluation' and 'The Retarded and The Handicapped' were
quite Inclusive In their scope but represented only five per cent of the
264 articles.
Table 2 also shows that after the difference, already noted, be¬
tween the first and second positions, there tended to be a gradual de¬
crease In the number of articles within each category.
22
Over one-half of the entire articles were placed In the first six
categories, with the other half being divided Into 19 categories. We
are, therefore, concluding that the first six categories were repre¬
sentative of the present focus of social work research — as seen In
Social Work. These categories weret 1) Community Organization, Social
Action and Legislation, 2) Public Welfare, 3) Mental Health, 4) Marital




In this study, a survey was made of the kinds of research prob¬
lems selected for study and published In Social Work, the Journal of the
National Association of Social Workers, between January, 19^3 and Octo¬
ber, 1967*
It was the aim of the study to determine the present research
concerns of social workers and where most of their research activity was
being concentrated.
A study of this nature Is Important If we are to know what know¬
ledge Is at our disposal, what problematic areas have been defined and
what the present matters of human well-being are.
Two hundred and sixty-four articles were Included In the sample.
This was the total number of articles appearing In Social Work during
the five-year period studied. The articles were reviewed, summarized and
then placed Into twenty-five categories that had been Identified. The
categories were then ranked according to the number of articles In each.
A general conclusion that may be drawn from this study Is that
the broader the category In Its definition and scope, the more the num¬
ber of articles Included In It. There were exceptions to this, however.
Two categories which may be considered to be very broad In their scope
represented only five per cent of the entire 264 articles, while two
other categories much more limiting In their scope represented 11.7 per
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cent of the total sample.
It was found that the first six categories (Community Organize-
tion. Social Action and Legislation} Public Welfare} Mental Health}
Marital and Family Problems} Poverty and Ghettos} and Social Work Edu¬
cation) represented over one~ha1f of all articles and can be considered
as composites of the present research concerns of social workers. The
first category. Community Organization, Social Action and Legislation
represented 14.8 per cent of all articles. Again this may be due to the
Inclusiveness of Its scope but even at that rate It shows a definite con¬
cern of social workers In this area.
We may, therefore, state that the present research concerns of
social workers, as determined from this study, are concentrated In the
areas oft 1) Community Organization, Social Action and Legislation, 2)
Public Welfare, 3) Mental Health, 4) Marital and Family Problems, 5)
Poverty and Ghettos, and 6) Social Work Education.
The above six categories accounted for 137 of the 264 articles.
The remaining 127 articles were distributed among 19 other categories
(See Table 2).
The suggestion resulting from this study may be traced back to
our significance of the study. It has to do with the ever present need
of Inventories and appraisals of social work research. It Is felt that
this kind of activity tends to give more direction to research as a con¬
certed effort rather than many Individual efforts repeating each other.
Concerning the appraisal of social science research, Frederic
A. Ogg, In his Research In the Humanistic and Social Sciences, statess
. . .we must face the fact that the social mechanism
can be kept from cracking under the strain only as we
develop the sciences that relate to man. Unless we can
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marshall behind such studies as economics, political science
and sociology the same enthusiasm, the same approach, and some¬
thing of the same technique that characterize our treatment
of physics and chemistry} unless the results of this research
can be applied to human life as freely and boldly as we apply
the natural sciences to modify our methods of living; unless
we can free ourselves of prejudices and stale custom and
harness Intelligence to the task of straightening out the
relations of man with his fellowmen and promoting an Inter¬
course of harmony and fairness — unless. In brief. In our
generation we can make some appreciable progress toward this
goal of social control, then pessimism has the better of the
argument, and the chances of our keeping the train on the
track Is exceedingly slight.^
So, we are not only suggesting that Inventories of this kind con¬
tinue to be made but that the evaluative aspect be added to It; that
research be evaluated In terms of Its applicability to human life at
the time that It Is done and In terms of how much It contributes to
the goal of social control.
1.Frederic A,
(New York* The Century Company,
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